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sheikh. A sheikh may carry his father's diploma provided
that a notary certify to the matter of transfer or inheritance.
A man, however, cannot be initiated by his own father, even
If later he is to succeed him. The purpose of this prohibition
is plainly to guard against paternal partiality. A further
illustration of the importance attached to selection of can-
didates for dervishhood is furnished by the following story
heard from a Jaffa sheikh: A khalify, who was accused of
giving the "way" indiscriminately, replied that he could
easily put the worth of his followers to the test (imtahan1).
Assembling these outside a mosque, he commanded them to
ascend a lofty minaret and one by one to jump down into
his arms. Those who immediately obeyed substantiated
their eligibility to the order; those who refused showed by
their lack of faith that they were unworthy. Exactly how
the test affected the reputation of the sheikh for carefulness
I was not informed. This story also illustrates the obedi-
ence expected by an initiating sheikh from his adepts, to
whom he is spiritual father, as it were.
The sanad, or diploma, is supposed to contain a resum$
of the doctrines of the order. Diplomas differ much in ex-
tent and content. In orders where all the ranks are for-
mally recognized the sheikh at the mother zawiyeh will have
the most elaborate sanad, those of the khallfies will be less
elaborate, those of the muquddims even less, and so on
down to the adepts, who have the simplest form of all,
sometimes hardly more than a letter of recommendation.2
The diplomas of the khallfies in Syria vary among them-
selves in character. A diploma with a genealogy (sil'sileh)
going back to Mohammed is supposed to be the most hon-
orable. As it inevitably must include many names whose
chronological succession is universally known, a genuine doc-
ument will successfully challenge investigation, as any sub-
stitution or alteration would be instantly detected. If the
1	An example of imtahan, or test of a true dervish, has been given on
pp. 233-234.
2	Among the Mowlawlyeh the simple dervishes do not receive a di-
ploma but are taught certain secret words and signs by which they may
be known to others of the same order.

